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Empowering Individuals?

Preface

In 1993, the Department of Adult Continuing Education (DACE) at the University of Leeds was
asked by Leeds Training and Enterprise Council (TEC) and Leeds and Bradford City Action Team
(CAT) to carry out a research project and produce a report on 'the empowerment of individuals
through voucher mechanisms'. The project began in September 1993 and this is the resulting
report. The project is one part of the evaluation of the Leeds Training and Enterprise Council's
Gateway to Learning (GTL) pilot project. A broader evaluation of the scheme is also being
undertaken by Replan '91.

Most of the research has involved detailed discussions with people who are registered as Gateway
to Learning clients in the city of Leeds. Most have used the service, though we spoke to some
who, for various reasons, had not.

We have included, within the main body of the report, a number of case studies from our research.
They represent a range of examples from people's experiences of Gateway to Learning. These are
factual accounts, using quotes from clients in our interviews with them. To preserve confidentiality
we have only given the first name of each person, and in some cases, their age and area in which
they live.

A summary accompanies this report.

Acknowledgements

During the course of our research we were given every assistance by officers of Leeds TEC and
City Action Team, and by guidance providers' staff We are very grateful for all the help which
they gave, and we sincerely hope that this report is seen as being of value in their on-going
guidance work.

Above all we must thank the Gateway to Learning clients who responded so positively to our
research, and welcomed us into their homes. For the many warm and honest discussions, many
thanks to all of you. We hope this report genuinely represents your experience and 'tells it how it
is'.



Empowering Individuals?

Executive summary

1. Overview of the research

154 people were interviewed. 57% were female and 43% male; 23% were-Asian and 81%
unemployed. Many unemployed people expressed very positive views of Gateway to Learning,
particularly when compared with other services such as Job Clubs. Respondents with learning
difficulties, and others from professional and managerial backgrounds, felt that targeted provision
would be helpful. Some Asian people felt that language support was particularly important.

Recommendation 1
Gateway should continue to have long-term unemployed people as its main target
group, and the specific needs of groups within this category, including people with
learning difficulties, people from professional and managerial backgrounds, and
Asian people should be specifically addressed The needs of low-paid, possibly
part-time, individuals should also be catered for.

2. Information about Gateway to Learning

Respondents learnt about Gateway to Learning from both formal sources (for example, Job
Centres) and informal sources (for example, community centres, outreach, friends, etc).

Recommendation 2
Gateway needs a regular flow of publicity both for clients and statutory and
community agencies in Leeds. Publicity aimed at potential clients should be clear,
and allaw people to relate to it in terms of their own experience and needs.
Outreach work should be an important part of providers' briefs.

3. Why use Gateway?

Approximately half the respondents wanted general educational and career counselling. Other
respondents wanted specific information on courses which were available but this group also
needed considerable support from guidance workers to achieve their aims. The most popular
subject areas were word processing and computer skills, followed by childcare and nursery
teaching. Other interests included electronics, youth and community work and counselling.

3
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Gateway to Learning

4. The Information Pack

Many people found the pack uninformative and confusing. 75% of respondents claimed that the
pack had not helped them choose a guidance centre. 62% did not regard the card/voucher as an
important part of the pack. Newspaper advertisements were seen by some as more informative
about Gateway than the pack itself.

Recommendation 3
A redesign of the pack is necessary in order to address criticisms that it does not
explain adequately what Gateway is about. Gateway users and providers should be
involved in a small project group to prepare a redesigned draft.

Recommendation 4
The method of distributing the pack should be reassessed, so that clients get the
information as soon as they make contact with the service, whether by freephone,
or by turning up at the guidance centre.

5. The Card /Voucher

As we found with the information pack, there was a high level of confusion, and a certain
antagonism, towards the card. 39% of respondents were not sure what the card was for.
However, a substantial minority did feel that the card give them a sense of belonging to something,
giving them a right to use the service. Many were Asian clients. For some, albeit a minority, the
card gave a degree of self-confidence in confronting 'the system', however welcoming the system
was trying to be.

Recommendation 5
The card should be reconsidered as part of a review of the Gateway pack, with the
aim of making the card a more tangible part of the service. A small amount of
additional information, including a freephone contact, should be on the card The
expiry date should be dispensed with.

6. Choosing a guidance centre

Most people chose the guidance centre which was nearest to them, though a minority were
prepared to go anywhere in Leeds providing the centre provided specialist support. Many long-
term unemployed clients welcomed the fact that there was a locally-based centre, and indicated
clearly that they did not want to go the city centre unless they had to. This was on grounds of cost,
inconvenience, and unfamiliarity.

Whilst many people did not already know about their local centre, the fact that it was local, and not
a large city centre institution, encouraged them to use the service.

4



Empowering Individuals?

The availability of childcare was viewed as essential by a substantial number of people, and
language support was viewed as important for some Asian clients. Many people said they felt
childcare, language support, braille and signing were important facilities to have, but did not apply
to them. Their availability did, however, show the service in a positive, friendly light and
encouraged people to use Gateway.

Some people deliberately chose a centre which was not tied into its own training or educational
provision, in order to get what they saw as an 'objective' service.

Recommendation 6
Future development of Gateway centres should aim at providing an even
geographical spread around the city, with most attention directed at areas of high
unemployment. Centres should be easily accessible by public transport.

Recommendation 7
Regular reviews of 'customer care' should be made of each guidance centre, both
by centres themselves and the TEC. This should cover times taken to answer the
phone, staff skills in customer care, the physical appearance of reception areas,
and the rooms in which guidance sessions are held.

Recommendation 8
If a centre advertises itself as being open for a particular period of the day, there
should always be someone able to answer calls and make appointments during that
period

Recommendation 9
Childcare facilities should be available at all local guidance centres, and at a
substantial number of city centre locations. Language support and good access for
physically disabled people should be available at key Gateway centres.

7 . Using the Gateway Services

24% of respondents used the service more than once (for more in-depth guidance) and many
appreciative comments were made about the informal, supportive culture of Gat( way. However,
we found only four people who had 'moved on' to a different guidance centre, perhaps for more
specialised guidance. This seemed very low, suggesting that there was a danger of dependency on
a particular centre/worker once people had made the first step of using the service.

8. Before and after guidance

A substantial proportion of our sample felt that their horizons had changed as a result of Gateway
guidance. Whilst bearing in mind that some clients had simple and straightforward requests for
information, a large number still said that they had become more aware of their skills and abilities,

5



Gateway to Learning

and educational and employment potential. The people who expressed interest in counselling work,
or youth and community activity, were all from non-professional backgrounds. Many of these were
Asian and had a strong desire to work in their own community in some capacity or other. Two
were ex-offenders who wanted to do counselling work either in prisons or with ex-offenders. A
very large number of people who had few, if any, formal educational qualifications wanted to get
into higher education with a view to some form of community-related job. The guidance process
helped them to realise that it was achievable and realistic for them to aim towards this.

The vast majority of people we saw were doing something different, to some degree or other as a
result of Gateway. Gateway itself was often one element within a major change taking place in
people's lives, though it would be fair to say it was often the decisive element in helping people to
change their situation.

9. Continuing support needs

75% of respondents who had used Gateway stated that they might need guidance again in the
future.

Recommendation 10
Resources should be made available for a city-wide Gateway magazine, aimed at
existing or potential users, to keep them informed of current developments in the
service and of training and educational provision, including grants, in the city.

Recommendation 11
Providers should identib, clients who may need follow-up and on-going support.
This may require staff resources devoted to such client support.

12. General responses

We asked people for general comments on Gateway and these were mostly very positive indeed. A
lot of people had already recommended the service to friends and relatives. In most cases, people
recommended that friends just turn up at the centre, or alternatively ring up. However, the
availability of guidance staff on a fairly ad hoc basis at South Leeds was clearly important to people
who disliked the 'appointments' system, or who did not have access to a phone.

6
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1. Introduction

Gateway to Learning is a central government initiative, through the Employment Department,
which aims to provide new guidance opportunities for adults. This is the second year in which a
number of pilot schemes have been launched in different parts of the country. In each case the local
Gateway project has been managed by a Training and Enterprise Council (TEC). Some features of
Gateway are common to all pilot schemes, although there is quite considerable scope for adapting
to local circumstances. For example, each Gateway pilot is expected to identify 'target groups' for
whom Gateway services will be aimed, although it is largely up to the local TEC to decide precisely
which groups in the community will be thus targeted. In the case of Leeds, the original target
groups agreed by the TEC were a) long term unemployed; b) short-term unemployed; c) people
facing redundancy; and d) Asian communities.

A common feature of Gateway pilots is the use of voucher systems to provide access to Gateway
services. While most, if not all schemes, make use of plastic cards to function as 'vouchers', some
pilot schemes inscribe a monetary value on the cards, roughly equivalent to the cost of one hour's
guidance. Typically, a member of one of the target groups would present their voucher/card at a
Gateway centre and be provided with approximately one hour's worth of guidance, effectively
'cashing in' the voucher. The cost of that particular guidance session would then be 'redeemed' by
the provider making a claim to the local TEC. In the case of Leeds Gateway, the system is slightly
different. The plastic cards do not show any monetary value: only the person's name, and an
identity number. The card may be used as many times as the client desires, although the card does
indicate an expiry date. However, the card may be renewed after the expiry date.

One of the main purposes of the research, at least initially, was to evaluate how effective the
cud/voucher system was in 'empowering' individuals. This was taken to mean giving people in the
target groups a sense of control or power in both choosing a particular guidance provider and
making use of guidance services. A key theme in Gateway nationally was the idea of extending the
market for adult guidance. By creating a greater number of providers, and then giving potential
clients access to this enlarged market through information packs and vouchers, this would, so the
argument runs, empower individuals who previously had little knowledge of the range of guidance
services; the voucher/card would be part of the empowerment process whereby people could
choose a range of providers in their town or city, rather than being dependent on one traditional
guidance provider, whoever that might be. The guidance centres themselves were expected to give
unbiased advice about opportunities available to clients, rather than favouring their own institution:

In Leeds, there were, initially, 15 providers within the Gateway network including colleges and
universities, City Council guidance services (at first only in South Leeds, and the Opportunities
Centre in the city centre, but later in east Leeds) as well as some private providers. Several of these
were new to guidance, whereas others (notably colleges and universities) had provided a long-
standing guidance service, but usually mainly aimed at their own institution. Gateway involved a
major cultural change for existing providers insofar as they were expected to provide guidance
about opportunities which might be available in other centres. It was also a major task training new
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staff in guidance centres and institutions which were completely new to the concept of adult
guidance.
While a majority of the guidance centres provided services to all members of the four target groups,
and in many cases a free service to other Leeds city residents, the exception was the South Leeds
guidance centre based at Tunstall Road Community Centre. This particular project was financed by

the European Social Fund (ESF) and was .pecifically ear-marked for long-term unemployed
people. Considerable resources in terms of staff and publicity were put into the South Leeds
Guidance Service, and the facilities came on stream in advance of other Gateway centres in Leeds.

The Leeds Gateway to Learning project involved the marketing of a city-wide guidance service,

which was done through newspaper advertising, local radio and targeted publicity in community

centres, libraries and job centres. It was assumed that a large number of Gateway clients would
come to the service through use of a free phone service, staffed by South Leeds Guidance Service.
The potential client, providing he or she was in one of the target groups, would then be sent an
information pack which included the card/voucher. The pack contained explanatory material about

Gateway and a list of the providers, showing what facilities they had (eg creche, disabled access,

etc) and when they were open. The potential client would then exercise their ownjudgement in
deciding which guidance centre to use. He or she would ring up their prospective centre, or call in,

and make an appointment. In fact, most Gateway clients in the first months of the scheme were
recruited by outreach work in the South Leeds area, creating a number of difficulties with the pack,

which we detail in the report.

In 1993, the University of Leeds Department of Adult Continuing Education (DACE) was
commissioned by Leeds TEC and Leeds and Bradford City Action Team (CAT) to consider issues
of 'empowerment' of individuals through voucher mechanisms. This was to be achieved by
interviewing a random sample of Gateway clients, including those who had been registered (that is,
had received a pack) but had not used the service. It was initially proposed to do this by a
combination of personal interviews and postal questionnaires. A draft questionnaire was produced
but, after discussion with the TEC and Gateway providers, it was decided that a postal
questionnaire would present serious difficulties for several reasons: its length, the unfamiliarity of
clients with the concept of 'Gateway', and the varying degrees of literacy among Gateway clients.
The client group ranged from people who had very little English to people with high level
professional qualifications. A postal questionnaire would also have inhibited in-depth discussion
which was felt to be an important par a the survey. In our interviews, we found that people were
prepared to explore aspects of guidance which no questionnaire could possibly have allowed for.

We were able to record these discussions as they took place, and several are reproduced as
extended quotes or case studies in the report.

The research project was managed by a group comprising representatives of Leeds TEC and Leeds
and Bradford CAT, together with the DACE staff research team. The questionnaire was designed
through discussions with the TEC, CAT, Gateway providers and colleagues in DACE. We
produced a draft which was piloted with some Gateway clients, amended and then further amended
following interviews with five clients. The majority of people were interviewed face-to-face. A
few others were interviewed by telephone. As the team were aware of gender issues and the main
researcher was male, it was decided to use female interviewers for as many Asian women as

8



Empowering Individuals?

possible, and for white/European women who requested a female interviewer.
In the early stages of the study, we sent a letter to all Gateway clients (then 327 individuals),
informing them about the project and asking whether or not they wished to be interviewed. We
enclosed a pre-paid envelope and reply slip. A total of 70 people sent the form back saying they
did not wish- to be interviewed, 32 individuals indicated that they would like to be interviewed. We
suspect that those who did not wish to be interviewed were suspicious about 'official' intrusion and
possibly uncertain about what 'Gateway' actually was. Naturally, we respected the wishes of those
who did not want to be interviewed, and arranged to see all those who did. The number of
Gateway clients expanded considerably after this initial survey, and we simply contacted new
people at random. We rang people up if they were on the phone, explained what we were doing,
and encountered no negative reaction. Where people were not on the phone, we called and talked
to them on the doorstep, arranging to come round when it was convenient.

Most interviews were held in people's homes. In several cases we saw individuals in community
centres, such as Tunstall Road or the Opportunities Centre.

It should be noted that certain aspects of Gateway to Learning in Leeds have been modified during
the course of our research. The target group categories have been relaxed, and Gateway to
Learning is open to all Leeds residents, although the South Leeds centre eaters solely for long-
term unemployed people, due to ESF funding requirements.

We found ourselves being asked, or obliged, to intervene in some individual cases. In a very small
number of cases there had been a problem with the guidance people had received, and we relayed
this information to the TEC who responded accordingly. In most cases we tried to assist people

. ao had particular difficulties with some of the follow-on activities resulting from Gateway
guidance. Sometimes this involved liaising with the guidance provider, or with the TEC. We
suspect that some of those we interviewed who had not used the service were encouraged to do so
following a discussion about Gateway, which may have helped them realise what the service was
about.

9
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2. The client sample

This section is intended to give a breakdown of the numbers of people we spoke to, and their
particular circumstances and backgrounds.

A total of 154 individuals were interviewed,. We spoke to three people more than once, making an
actual total of 157 interviews. The interviews were usually carried out face to face, although
some cases, individuals were interviewed by telephone. The names of respondents were chosen
from lists supplied by Leeds TEC. We sought to achieve a reasonable balance based on age and
gender, and on the basis of the Leeds TEC target groups (see below). Sixty six interviewees were
male and 88 were female. These included 9 Asian men and 27 Asian women. Of those
interviewed, 110 had sought guidance.

Michael, Leeds 15

Michael had been working as a teacher for some years and voluntari& resigned in September
1993. He was unemployed for three months' before contacting Gateway. 7 was going through
what you'd cal a 'mid-life crisis'. I wanted to make a major reappraisal of my life.* He was
interested in rano qfpostobilities, focusing on guidance and advice work.

7 had been looking around in the wilderness Gateway to Learning gave me something to get a
handle on. Ifs very exasperating getting good advice tryorere over 21r. Michael had 4m
chat War people at the Opportunities Centre Who reeomme Leas Aleaopoiltio Univers* far
more *Wed help. The packhad not been mu0 he0.

uttsp dwith the guidance he got at IMU, Thil talked my karguage; it was a re40 .

'important meeting for me.' Michael has had a number o f gui e sessions with LitAl and has
use d the AgCaloychometric testing. I've become more knowledgeabk we've filtered gh
various options 11es the name f the game, isn't it?* Michael used the action plan devised by
LAI 17 to hekaim plan his progress

After looldn g at options, kkhael identified counselling as his favoured choice. Ile has tolled to
do the Dip in Comers Guidance at HodderOeld University, and is looking at the biliV
of 'work shack)winewith someone in adult guidance.

7 feel a lot more confident and aware of my abilities. The service has hetped me come to terms
withwhat .em doing in my

10
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John, LPetic

John is 52 and has been unemplood for two years. He was beginning to give up *because of
my art he heard t Gateway through the Job Plan workshop at Eartgate, 7 went to
Tunstall Road and saw Jane. it was good having it recommended to me.'

John wasn't sure what the card wa for and had alreadY had his first interview before the pack
arrived. He has used the seivice twice, and through ihishas got onto a Warehousing and
Distribution course at Sweet Street irainiw centre.

Tin highly satisfied with the service. The people were genuine& interested and wanted to hem.*
John has alma* recommencki the service to his friends. it has hegled me considerab67, though
Pm still a bit vague aboutwhat gateway to Learning really is. However, rye nothing bt a positive
things to say about the servke I have had Ifs the one thing that offer s a package to an
individual. Portne, itc been a proms s of realisation/

Oossgates

Barr y is 50 and has worked fir twel yearsas a publican. lie has been unemployed for a few
months and a friend told him about Gat lie 'mg Ow freephone ond or to go to
Tunstall Roa4 7 had no idea what K wanted io do. Oust wanted to make a start and sue what was
around One bility was coach driving.' chd the psychometrk testing and various
came up. One waspainting and decorating. As a result he is stoning a n g ei tktiarating
course a t a local college. Vaiewtot is a veiy good idea. It put me polo sew-Ming *at 14,001
have thought ofou my own, but Pm realWreen on

The four categories adopted to identify target groups were people facing redundancy, Asian
people, short-term unemployed and long-term unemployed. A fifth category 'others' included
people in part-time work, self-employed, at college, or other circumstances. This was not a target
group, but simply a general category.

Six people were interviewed who were facing redundancy, and 36 Asian people. We saw 20 short-
term unemployed and 85 long-term unemployed, and seven'others'. It should be noted that most of
the Asian interviewees were long-term unemployed, or unemployed but not registered.

The great majority of the individuals seen in the first three months of the study who had sought
guidance were clients of the South Leeds Guidance Centre, which started its 'Gateway' service
before most of other centres began operating. In the later stages of the study more clients who had
used other centres were seen. The actual numbers seen from different providers are shown in Table
1. This does not reflect the total number of interviews, since 44 people we spoke to had, for

11
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various reasons which we identify in Section 4, not used the service at the time of interview. In
some cases, people had used more than one guidance centre. In the following table there are more
interviews shown by guidance centre than the total number of people interviewed who had used
the service. This is because somt- peop!e used more than one guidance centre.

Institution Men Women Total
Airedale and Wharfedale College 6 4 10

East Leeds Guidance Centre 1 1

Jacob Kramer College 1 1

Job Training Services 1 1

Leeds College of Technology 1 1

Leeds Metropolitan University 2 3 5

Opportunities Centre 8 5 13

Park Lane College 3 3 6

South Leeds Guidance Centre 32 39 71

Thomas Danby College 3 2 5

University of Leeds 1 1

Totals 58 58 116

Table 1: Breakdown of interviews by centre and gender

Aug* Leeds 16

Angelg 21, has been at home with two children for a few years. Wow, Fve got one at play school
and my has he0-with the other. It means I was able so clo *meshing, at least on a part time

She rang ParkLane College and arrangedfor a Gateway interview. 3hewas interested Irian
IleeeSS cOlirSe, but harinofired . I started doing maths, histoo and psychology. GCSEs at
Pat* ktne, In the future 1'4111w to go to univers4 and do a PGCE course to get into teavbing;

brilliant! A really scheme.

12
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3. Where people heard about 'Gateway'

We asked people where they had heard of 'Gateway': was it through 'formal' channels such as the
Job Centre, or through advertising, or through informal networks of friends and neighbours?

Derek, 47, had been in prison and-when he came out wat unemployed 7wat doing nothing and
had m ambitions. But boomed to do mmething and when I was i 0 occurred to ow that I
could do some counselling work'

A leaflet about Gat eevue through his letterbox. This stimulated me into ac:ion IprobaMy
wouldn't have done anything otherwisv.'

Derek saw Rob at Tunskill Road ;41e took time to talk fo me: From the disausionswith Rob,
Derek has si upfoi. a basic edunselling ski& course at Burton Road Train* Centre. Ile it
also interested in a -course to)mpove hislwiting siciik '4 wry good scheme* I wish we had
if afew years ago; I've fold other le .to get themselves down there

Sources of information about Gateway varied during the period of the project depending on
particular initiatives taken by the TEC and providers to promote the service. By far the biggest
initial tranche of 'recruits' came from outreach work carried out by the South Leeds staff Also, in
the early stages of Gateway, a substantial number of people responded to advertisements in the
local press, including the local free paper. A number of people had the service recommended by
friends or relatives. In addition, a growing number, during the survey, were recommended by the
local Job Centre. In at least one case, involving a person using Guiseley Job Centre, attendance at
a Gateway interview was compulsory. In the later stages of the survey a large number of people
used the Free Phone service after seeing a large advertisement in the Yorkshire Evening Post.

Very few people responded to leaflets dropped through the letterbox, although this does not
necessarily invalidate that particular approach. Many people may have had a leaflet through their
letterbox and not responded immediately, but could have been 'softened up' when approached in the
street or through community centre publicity. No-one said that they were directly attracted to
Gateway by the advertising with Yorkshire Rider buses, but again the effect may have been
subliminal!

The publicity bus in South Leeds attracted a number of recruits to 'Gateway', and appears to have
been a resource well used.

13
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Anne, Heading ley

Anne is unemployed and has been doing courses in Teaching English 41$ a Foreign Language and
also computing at a local training centre. She heard about Gateway at the centre. She was hoping
to do a BA in English and philosophy but wasn't sure of the route. 7 used the freephone and I got
a pack. I rang Leeds. Metropolitan University and arranged to see them. _I chaw there because I
knew of it, and it was easy enough to reach. Since I wanted to do a degree it was the obvious place
to go!

She found the facilities goo4 and the stctlf friendly. Sie know doing English A Level at Park
Lane, and 7n ction to Philosophy' at eittpart of Open Learning. In Februcey slw started
a Politics course. It was vety good During the interview the guidance worker rtmg up a
colleague to arrange to AVM one of my essays in philosophy evaluated'

Anne wants more information an grants but is optimistk about being able to achieve her ambition
-of doing a degree *as an end in itself. She has already recommended Gateway to her neighbour,

Rosemety,,Neston

Rosemary, 35, has been at home looking after the kids *and doing the allotment; She wanted to get
into voluntalywork possibly working with children. She had no idea what San of course she could
do, 'that's why I went down'.

jilendmenti there was anOen dayat Tunstall Road centre, and she went down. it washer
first visit to all Roa4 though she olio existence. i tholightit was a sntall community
centre mainly fa r Asians'. Her reaction to the centre was that it wrts kss 'open' them the publkiV,

* *it was a bit like a closed communOwhen I went int Hower; her reaction changed
'she met a pidanoi looker and had on initial chat followed hy further svportsincluft

spsYchometrig testing. Tve got a veiygood relationship with n gaidanceworkera see ,Edwina as
more like afriend than a fprofessionar. She's been rea167 good.'

The wrivedaller her firstinterview. She founa much ,lcit Wve-but nova), informative.
5.10W:feel ihag 'don't Imow much about tir. She didfind Cie card helpfid 7t gave me idence

to go intothe cinu.e. She is now `Ivo do a pre,ischo olplay group course, and also a first
aid or ning course, in the long term, she wants to get back into seknees,

71 seems great for people with no qualifications who are looking for a job which is unsialed Jt
more difficult/or people with qualifications, the jobs aren't there. Finance is als o a probkm,
particularly with young kids who need childcare.*
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Source
Friend 20

Advertisement in the paper 24

Community Centre 40

Job Centre 18

Job plan workshop, Restart, Job Club 12

Benefits Service ..._3

Leaflet in the street 7

Leaflet at home 7

Employer 7

Publicity bus 6

College 7

Church 3

Others 12

Total 166

Table Two: Sources of information about Gateway to Learning

Elizabeth, itialleton

itve been on the dole for nine years, interversed with various bits and pieces like market
research I wanted some sortof change but I'm still not sure yet whai it i x.' Lig heard about
Gateway through the publiciOr bus parked at Middleton Circux Six arranged to go to
Mnstall Road and did the Sig,Cat psythom etric test After titat she got the pack andcard
suspicious of bits of plastic. I thought wosa 'union card/ Seems wmfonnal and *big ex'
stuff.

At the tinteve to her Liz wa s planning to go back to the centre with her completed Sitail
form. %Aim to you ku inoired ine to arty on with itP She added that ies a idea to
'Re hock'. You have a totally different attitude; education was wasted on me when I was ger'

Commentary

Our survey shows that, during the life of the research, there has been a substantial improvement in
the awareness of various bodies as to what Gateway is. This is particularly the case with Job
Centres, but also with a growing range of other agencies more peripheral to guidance/training such
as youth clubs, community centres, and libraries.

The clearest message is that a combination of consistent outreach work combined with good quality
newspaper advertising offers the best means of contacting the current target audience. The
exception here is those facing redundancy, where the employer is the key agency, working in liaison
with the Recession Task Force.

15
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Jean, Eteeston

7 wav at home bringing upyoung kids, and I had a vague ambition to get into prefessional
chilcbninding. 'saw the ad in Leeds Weeldy News andrang up! Jean went to Tunstall Road centre
a ton* ttimes *First it was a general chat, the nett time a more detailed discusdon. All the
possible opportunities wer e pointed out to me.*

Jean decided to emu' on an CiO) and Gads. mum in chilckt* at Burton Road Centre.
'Then the proNen t s started They WO I wa s man g and .1 had to come backfor another
interview. The childcare facilities have proved a problem,
is an hour at lunch when the creche is closed and thereart NO properfacilities for manta look
elter kids.'

'Gateway ibelf is a good serace, l've to ldtwo (I my friends with young kids, and they*w been
dowit rve also the dence building course at Tunsiall Road* rs important to be dear
about the fallex;t-up; to be sure of childcare and hours and things like that

Rabeena, on
< ,

,..

near to a breakdown! I wa v. doing nothing. I phonedsow of the colleges but they
didn't mem ver$ helpfid. I vowed to become a beautician Ina I 4dn't laiow how to start'
Rabeeneesfather su ea Ole should go to Tunstall Road *I met Edwina and arranged to
rani; for a prope r interview. I wanted generdWormation on courses, wo .1 amid do a
#011#41:14:% 06 i tot10.t

s..", ss
...."` ' ss , i''' *a s :, C sa ' sss s' a

'ffi m down lo l'onsfall .1 wallet haw b a d the eonfi to go =pater 0. else, 1
%wouldn't go intilt the rio= centre., The personal coniadwith Edwina mut tnwt important", .*I.Actd,ip

tnyseYto get in, to rtynd the back where the /admen. !Au Iwas soonputsatiale
Siwina *444me a_ lot: she helPed ine malta up my own mind .1 VW her an itlea,,40he put it s

: tisn'61?:' 's -4.4, ,, , s , 5 5

R abeentikdoing an JUfld3k ntstration courseandplans to io higher
4iii4a110 kifrk at with the BtelitleSi internatkmalprojets; Thin see a ktfurthar nowq ,
,fhaught Js too oldfor the limo and health *Mak but I tan see now *a I'm not ft-`ltnays ta rt a &slims lnkIsian' 'I would broadcast it from on highllesbeen,elys
he464 iftshoul d con and be nalon-wiek, open to everyone. There ar aots of unemployed

around** nothin g to dei, and les, ideal for then*

16
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4. Why people don't use Gateway to Learning

We asked people whether or not they had used the Gateway to Learning service, and if they had,
what particular motivation they had. Forty four (28%) of our respondents had not used the service
and we asked them why. Their responses are presented in Table 3 below.

Reasons
Started a course
Group introduction but no follow-up 8

Started a job 7

Going to use it soon 6
Not suitable for me 3

No answer
No apparent reason
Doing other work (eg business ) 2
No-one at the centre when visited 2
No transport 1

Total 44

Table 3: Reasons for not using Gateway to Learning

What are the barriers?

The degree of self-confidence shown by Gateway users was very varied, and it is important to be
aware of the barriers which appear to be preventing some people from using the service. We would
suggest that some non-users may have been more inclined to use the service after talking with us;
human contact, in an informal environment, is a major strength of Gateway and we hope our
research had some practical effect in encouraging people to take up the service.

We found that many people mentioned their first impressions: did the centre seem welcoming?
Was the telephone receptionist friendly and helpful? Many people specifically said how helpful the
free phone staff were. Equally, a bad experience at this stage can put people off entirely.

We tried ringing the fifteen guidance centres on the information pack list, and we found a wide
range of responses. Only two of the fifteen centres could handle an enquiry immediately. In three
cases there was no answer; in other cases there was an answering machine, and in a few other
cases the relevant staff were out to lunch (despite advertising the centre being open through lunch).
In some cases reception staff were clearly unfamiliar with Gateway to Learning, and were not sure
who to contact. In some cases we were promised that someone would ring back - which is only
useful if you are on a phone, and not ringing from a call box.

17
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It should be stressed how important it is for people to feel that a guidance centre is welcoming and
its staff are relaxed and friendly, whilst being professional in manner. People should be seen in
comfortable, and private, surroundings. Providers should not under-estimate the significance of
informal pleasantries such as offering a cup of tea. This seemingly insignificant courtesy marks a
very sharp distinction from the formality ofJob Centres and other government 'schemes' which
often seen clinical and formal, and possibly hostile, to people. Furthermore, the fact that Gateway
is non-compulsory and free is regarded as a major 'plus' for many people.
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S. Why people use Gateway?

We asked the 110 individuals who had used the service, what were they looking for. For example,
was it for a specific course or job, or was it more general guidance, help with a career change, or
getting back into the jobs market after bringing up young children? The questionnaire identified
several reasons and respondents were asked to tick as appropriate or to amplify.

.

tali-ton

was nothing. I had worked as a care assistant and thought it would be good to haw a go
at computers. A friend told me about Gateway: she had already used it and said it was So I
thought why not? The centre at Tunstall Road it handy, Ws- on a bus route, you don't have to go
into town. The creche is very important; my friend has young child and she coulee: do it
without chikleare. The canteen facilities helped too. It was a nice friendly atmosphere. The card
really made me feel that I had a right to use the place: lama bit shy, but people made me ftel
wekanie and rekixed'

The guidance he@ed Linda find a suitable course. She is doing three sessions a week On
computing; and three in literacy skills. She wants to do some par.t-time computingwork after the
courses end< 'The peopk are really helpful and kind they don't put you down. Brilliant The
Personal Development Plan was also very useful It helped you ikwep a record of y<nywere
&ping?

Figure 1: Type of information sought

Specific

Job information
General

education

General training
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een4iitemployed for two years; before then I worked at Remploy. Someone came to the
tit Where I live and told me about this xheme,*

sdearning difficulties,. went to Tunstall Road and met the guirk:-.ce 'They were
lima a gave me a broader outlook I want to do somethin5 useful in the comma*

uniwy Par work, I would like to get something like packing.'

People's specific enquiries included the following:

Childcare and nursery opportunities
Media
Counselling skills
Electronics 5

Word processing 9
Teaching 3

Youth and community work 6

Crafts 2

General office skills 2

Literacy/English
Sports
Care assistant 1

Radiography 1

Baking and catering 2

Driving instructor
Management 1

Business start-up 3

Sales management 1

Access course 1

Careers guidance 3

Police 1

, Tote 69
,

Table 4: Specific enquiries through Gateway
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community, as counsellors, guidance workers, or community workers. Only a small number
wanted guidance on jobs alone; one person was given the wrong impression by a Job Centre that
Gateway was a work placement agency. Two others were unwilling to undertake a course, and
only wanted employment information.

Pa4 Beeston

Paul, 18, Wm unernp emd was 'looking for help. f just 'wanted someone to point me in the
direction of ajobr He 'stumbled across' Gateway at the lob Centre. They suggested it; but &diet
wayivhere he could find it Fr.st o f al t I went to Burton Road, and they sent me on to Anstalt
Road. I saw Rob, rve 'worked in the building as ajoiner, andi wanted to br outas
selFemployed Rut I didn't know what I could do..1....11's important that the -centre is locaL .1 don't
always have the money to get into the ciO, centre. Everyone at Tunstall Road was great; both
receptiontstswere very helpful.'

Paul dkIthe psychometric tests andl,vas surprised at the results. 75 ctmie up with mme
unexpected thing% .1 didn't want to go back to buildingwork and it suggested warthousing
in 'ement.L* I had seen 'what] wonted to do, I went do** to the Job Centre very
fre y,wi Rob heOed me chec k the job car*, Much to my sunrise ajob came up out
-warehousing manager. in hifi and public address systems, itwas a full timejob, and F went
jor an interview and got the joblistarted this week.'

In adiAtion to going the job, Paul is also looking at inTroving his qualifications by dOingan
NVQ eon* in ivarehousMg, and also in personnel management.
I've a recommended Gat to a ,ftiene4 and he's been doi n. ifs a very worthwhile
scheme and dioukl be there for evetybody, andwiekly pubfielsed II dm/chit bejust short tertn.
Younger le would benefit it. .(1 they get the sort of service I gac it would be areal help
to the*
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MunseL Cottingley

'Pm 46 and my furniture business collapsed three months ago. Before then rd worked as an
engineer for Yorkshire Rider and was made redundant there <Or many years. I have no qualOca-
dorm I decided I wanted to be a counsellor, do something person centred I needed to do relevant
courses, like * Maths, Computing, Counselling Mils.'

hear d about Gateway in the local r. I rang up and arrange d to go down to Tunstall Road;
ies quite easy to get to from here. The guidance was good. but could have had more depth to it
However, it's a very scheme, and allows people to have access to relevant information
relating to thew figure. I didn't know atpoing of that two yeao ago.'

Mansel has started GCSE and wordprocessing at Joseph Priesdey College, He-wants to go
onto do an access course to prepare for counselling work

Ken, Pudsey
,

Ken was unemployed and lookingf o r a change In direction perhaps doing part time 'work
possib0 with young people, 'The Job Centre suggested Gat I rang up tmd got Me *I'd
worked as a photographer in the past. I fancied doing some GC3Es to get into youth and
thought this could he#,.'

Xen hay childminding revonsibilities, and the avallabilip ofcrechefacilkies at Airedkile and ,

Wharjedate was vital: it was treme s. It was a bigfactor in me dechfing to go to thaventre.t
The guidcmce sta ff suggested Ken should get some bask quaVeations. 'rm four OC$Es
the 4ollege,.: Nfox,;,, have.hadhasbeen.. .ondet was. pliettla:::Otatigh.

. . never ar 'a t: They thought It was some sor misick thine

Commentary

Although we drew a distinction in the questionnaire between 'training' and 'education' most people
treated the two as interchangeable terms. Thirty eight people had no specific course in mind: they
wanted to explore possibilities, rather than opt for a particular training or educational course.

Of those who did have a particular course in mind, no single area emerges as substantially more
popular than others, although computing/afice skills, electronics, childcare, community and youth
work and counselling skills featured most prominently. Other courses people were looking for
included business studies, midwifery, catering, and teacher training. Many of those saying they
were interested in community and youth work, and in counselling, were from non-professional
backgrounds. Many Asian interviewees expressed a strong interest in working with their own
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6. Alternatives to 'Gateway'

We asked interviewees whether they would have sought guidance if Gateway had not existed, and
where they would have gone. Twenty-four people would not have sought guidance. The 86
individuals who would have sought further information would have done so from the following:

Careers service 9

Job centre 32
Professional agency 7

Library 10
Community centre 19

College or university 23
Friend 1

Probation officer 1

Potential employer 3

TEC 1

Asha Centre 4
Not sure but somewhere 2
Total 112

Table 5: Alternatives to Gateway

Commentary

A total of 24 individuals said they would not have known where else to go. We would suggest that
the actual figure is probably higher than this as people do not always like to admit that 'they don't
know'. Among those who suggested an alternative, the Job Centres were by the far the biggest
category, followed by libraries and community centres. Few of the alternative centres named
provide actual guidance, but the lessons are that a) Gateway is providing a service that people
would not otherwise have access to, and b) that libraries, job centres, community centres, and other
'community' facilities should receive regular information, and briefings, on Gateway, in order to
direct people to the appropriate place.
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7 . The Information Pack

The information pack contains an introductory leaflet about Gateway to Learning, a list of the
guidance centres in Leeds, with symbolic representation of their facilities (e.g. childcare, disabled
access), a statement of satisfaction covering 'customer care' issues, and the plastic card/voucher.
The packs are sent out by the TEC following requests from potential clients via the freephone, or
from guidance centres who receive 'walk-in' enquiries.

Mane, Rothwell

Diane is 19 and heard about Gateway from a worker in her load Youth Club. She had been doing
a "MAC Ilational in &cid Care, and was hoping to get into youth work She *fa Interested in
firuAng out about further courses orjob opportunities. She wets interested in doing a Youth and
Comnunno Work degree at Leeds Metropolitan University. 7he *rivers* said Jzs too young.
They weren't helpful and I felt unwekome, I was very unsure about what to do next.' She received
a pack and while fincling it easy to understand said she -wool asked to show hercard I didn't
sec the point of lit

Diane used two different guidance centres. The first one was Tunstall Road; at that time Manias
y, which she used later, was not open as a Git centre. To her, il was imporknt that the

centre was near where she livec4 but it was very important that someone had afrea# ream.
mended ft nos also very important for her to see it as a friendly place to go. The fact that the
centre pnwided language support, clieche facilities, signing and Braille were all seen as &Iv
very importan4 thoughnone applied to her.

*At Thnstali Road/one told me about *Route to ification in Youth Work', though this wasnt
suitable because it was 041 one day &week' Diane kter went to Thomas Dar* centre, and her
experience there hOled us to arecio two centres. ,

Ito* rumili'Road'and Mows Daniv were very fri andwelcoming though Thomas Dank
had more information on the grants 4ystem. &fit cenfres altoved het to her own choke
abovi tglortunitieg but neither hdped her become any more aware of her own skills and needs
Aker common on ihe Aiso centre4 import,* 4feremes 4li4 however, emerge,' Anstai bad

torne like an aduk Thomas Danby to me a bit Jae a student,. But IA a lot Osier'
havinga centre in college, close Joked' ,

Diane finishes her MEC course in June and has nothing so far plannedafter that 7 more
aboutwha t jobs are on offen I want to do a Mira which ty higher than aThr but lower than
degree leveL In the future Mike to no a youth dub or well women's centre, oi do cormsellMg or
work with g offende&
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Sue, Midelieton

Sue, 36 hav been at home with a young childfor some lime. She wanted to do somethiv perhaps
in one of the caring professions, but she had no definite kik 'perhaps community wOrk or youth
work'. She saw the publicity bus at Middleton Circus and met the staff on the bus. She arranged
to come demi to Turistati Road for a more detailed chat, in the knowledge that childcare was
availabk She did not find the pack useful, but had already contact with Gateway before it
arrived, 'The guidance worker, Rok he#2ed me to rebuild tny confidence. Ale been out of work
for some years andyou foi8et your abilities. It was a long process, and I went back a few timex'

As a result of the guidance Sue is on a 'Return to Learnt etnirse ai Park annex in Middleton
She is hoping to da a full time course at Leeds University in Leisure Studies. She also wants to do
some youth work as a football coach, and is planning to start a course at El Road as part of
Adult Training in Sport. 'Childcare is vital for me to achieve my ambition. , I aLva need to be sure
I ean rt a ,rant.'

The information pack is an important part of Gateway to Learning. Formany people, it is their first
introduction to the service, and it could determine whether or not people decide make contact.
We asked people to respond to a series of statements indicating whether they: a) strongly
disagreed; b) disagreed; c)weren't decided; d) agreed; and e) fully agreed. For the purpose of the
following table we collapsed responses into those agreeing and disagreeing, in order to highlight the
responses more clearly.

Statement Number
agreeing

Number
disagreeing

I already knew which centre I would use before the pack
came.

76 26

The pack helped me choose a guidance centre 26 76

The pack was easy to understand 90 12

The card is an important part of the pack 40 62

Table 6: The information pack
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A large number of people had already been recruited, usually by outreach work, before they even
got the pack through the post. Clearly in these circumstances the pack would not be seen as very
relevant, particularly to those who had a Gateway interview and had no further need of the service.

In the later stages of the survey we saw an increasing number of individuals who were more
dependent on the pack: those who had used the Free Phone for information on Gateway, and got
the pack as their first introduction to the scheme. The responses here gave grounds for serious
concern. A large number found the pack of little help. While the list of providers was helpful,
many people said they wanted more information on what each provider was offering. Crucially,
many people said that the pack gave inadequate information about what Gateway itself was about.
In three cases we were told that thc 'Evening Post' advertisement which appeared in January told
them more about Gateway than the pack itselfl While everyone said they read the pack, we would
urge that this is treated with caution. Few people had looked closely at the 'Satisfaction of Service'
leaflet within the pack, and we suspect other parts of it were not referred to either. A large number
of people did not see the plastic card as being a useful part of the pack, and an even greater number
were not sure of its usefulness.

However, a number of people took a different view of the card, and this area is explored more fully
in Section 9 of this report.

' d '
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Georgina, 13rainley

Georgina is 38 and had been working as a medical receplionist. Shefinished in December 1993
and has been hoping to get into radiography. She heard about Gateway through someone
knocking on the door. She sent offfor mare information and received the She had already
tried the careers service in Annley but she says the information she was given waswrong. When
the arrived she was wiclear what Gat was about. 'The pack cbdn't say much about-what
it was about; 1 was unsure what the card was for. I can't see ihe point of it* She arr to see
a git- e counsellor at Airedate and f Co 11 ege ly she wanted to use Ake Pudsey
centre but had to go to Horsforth.

'The counsellor, .1111, was brilliant, She was friendly and helpful, and knew what I was looking for.
'While I was there she rang the College of Health and spoke lolly Admissions Tutor.' Georgina is
planning to start a Science Foundation Course at the Open Univers* and 0 Level Biology. She
is hoping t o starta Radiography course and *My one inReflexology. *The- service should be
more 'widely publicised to older people looking for a change ofdirection. Most people don't
about it. Its a peat schemewhich points you in the right &realm'

Mow 4 LeedsI6

Mrs Lis 45 and has been unemptoyedfor some timex has been doing voluntatyworkemd
wantedto o a course in Teaching Fitglish as a Foreign language, She saw the advertin the
'evening Pose ahdrangske fteephaite for a pack. It helped herfind a guidance eentridnit,the
regarded the card as 'a waste of time* She wanted a e whkh was near to her, and piseerattst
somewhere she wasfamiliar with.

e e e

,

She ahos -Leeds Wege of Technology, and rang up. Shefoundthe recePtionist iteiy
roiukseendine. 7t seemed like Gil was aimed at youngpeopk, orpeople with low Intelligence. 2

*The actual guklance officer. white 'very nice' ivasnot aware of Gateway tolearni* Ihe:ordy
about what was goln. g on in her college.' The officer suggested the 7350 reachii ;Mining

course at the colle ge. but this's/aqua In the ent4 she/ details of a course in 271;FL*Park
through her own inquiries al the local Ii 4 Tm sure= is good for same ;teofite,, Ina

didn't get much out of it* e e e

Quotes:

As the pack and the card arc among the main areas of investigation we have expanded on people's
views with some quotes from this section of the interviews. We have tried to be balanced in our
use of quotes: the fact is that very few people were positive about the pack.
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'The pack doesn't give enough information about the different centres, though it's useful in some
ways. The plastic card isn't much use; my life is full of plastic!'
Iain (South Leeds Centre)

'There was no concrete information in it. The centre took note of my card number, but it didn't
help me. It just seemed a bit bureaucratic. For their benefit, not mine.'
John (Leeds College of Technology)

'I found it a bit repetitive, but at least it gave me information on where else I could go. It also
made me feel it was an ongoing thing.'
Rosemary, (South Leeds)

'It wasn't useful: there's nothing in it! The little card seemed a waste of time. The advert in the
Evening Post told me more about Gateway to Learning. When I opened the pack Iwas
disappointed; it didn't make it any more real.'
Brenda (not used service yet)

'It wasn't very useful; I don't know what the card's for. Maybe people will ask me to show it
somewhere. The phone numbers in the pack were useful though: I used that part of it. Forget the
rest.'
Stephen, (Opportunities Centre)

'I wanted more information on what Gateway was about, and what each centre provided'
Richard (Seacroft)

Commentary

What is very clear is that many people are dissatisfied with the pack. They want more information
on what 'Gateway' is all about, perhaps using some of the material which appeared in the Evening
Post advertisement. More information on what each centre provides would also be of help. Adult
guidance is not a simple concept, and many people were confused by the publicity, thinking the
service was about training provision, rather than guidance. This could be spelt out more strongly
through case studies. It may be appropriate for each guidance centre to explain 'what they are' - to
market themselves and show who they are aiming at - and for this to appear instead of the symbols.

It would be useful, in cases where potential Gateway clients are seen by providers before receiving
the pack, for them to be shown a copy of the pack and to have it explained to them. Ideally, it
would make sense for people to be given a pack and card at the first point ofcontact.
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8. Choice of guidance centre

An important part of Gateway is the idea of 'opening up' guidance services by giving people
access to a much wider market of guidance providers. Accordingly, we were interested to see what
reasons people had in choosing a particular centre.

We presented people with a list of reasons for choosing a particular centre, and asked them to rank
them on a five-point scale.

Reason for choice of centre Very
important

Important Quite
important

Less
important

Not
important
at all

The centre was the nearest and most
convenient to me

56 20 10

9
8

I already knew about the facilities there 15 26 3 27 32

A friend recommended the centre 11 12 1 26 52

Someone else recommended the centre 19 13 2 23 46

The centre seemed accessible and friendly 17 26 2 19 37

Table 7: Reason for choice of centre

Where facilities were given as a reason for choice, they are shown in Table 8.

Our original assumption was that most people would choose a guidance centre on the basis of the
pack. In reality, this has not been the case, and a large proportion of people were recruited through
outreach work, particularly in South Leeds. In other cases, such as the Opportunities Centre,
people dropped in to what was seen as a city centre resource facility, rather than a 'Gateway to
Learning' centre. However, this part of the questionnaire is important in indicating what people
view as important features of a guidance centre. In only a very few cases did the pack, on its
own, provide the means for people to make informed choices of centre.
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Facilities as reason for choice Very
important

Important Quite
important

Less
important

Not
important
at all

The centre had language facilities 7 0 1 2 0

The centre had creche facilities 22 0 1 2 0

Signing and brailling was available 1 1 2 1 0

All the above facilities are important, although
not necessarily for me

19 11 1

_

2 0

Table 8: Importance of guidance centre facilities

The overwhelming majority of people ranked convenience as the most important reason for their
choice of guidance centre. Others opted for places which they were familiar with, which also
usually meant the centres nearest to them. Many ranked accessibility and friendliness as significant,
but this might be a desirable attribute rather than a reason to choose a particular centre. A
substantial number of people said that a centre should be on a good bus route and that more than
one change of bus was expensive and discouraged journeys. Having somewhere local was clearly
important to many, and six respondents said they would not travel to the city centre. These were
mostly Asian women. A large number of people identified the availability of language support,
creche, signing and braille as being very important, though not necessarily for themselves. People
viewed these facilities as being important and signifying that the centre was 'user friendly'. Twenty-
two women said that the childcare facilities at a guidance centre were crucial. Seven Asian
interviewees said that language support was important.

Paut, guiseky
< "

Patd is 23 and has been out ofworkfor a year. He -worked at Barry Ramsckn's,ehip.thp andwas
redunektnt I wasn't we what to do: bly bakety, I was given a leaflet at the Job

Centre and I rang go thefivephone, I got the paek but I coukinl understand what 'twos att
t: I rang Air and Whotfade becalm it was the nearest place to me, and was Olt a Ina

MUNI 'The ,peopk were very &Oil but I could have with mare iflObnatiott rig .0111,nin
sUPO where I'm going but I feel more setkonfident and more aware of coma that are on offer.
was tn a dead end before, and WA *now where to turn;
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Sue Is 33 and has been working part-time in catering. She had no long-tem ambillois, but
wanted a movefrom catering. She saw an advert for 'Gat to Learning' in the window of
Tunstall Road communiv cenire and called in for more information. She asked about general
iilforntation on educational Coious. The pack arrived after her first interview, so flute of ii
seemed relevant. She wasn't are what the card was for, and didn't we it

She felt comfortable using Tunstall Road centre because she wasfamilkw with the centre. She has
beenfor guidance dime times, whil4- .-dudedpsychometric testing. 7 know what ! want to do
now. twant to work with children or old people, perhaps as a vecial needs teacher.* She feL s
more selicorrfident, and more aware of her awn skills m d personal qualities', Tve never gone
anywhere where I've fru so comfortabk. The people at Tu !Road are easy to deal withand
vetyjlevible.'

Marlene, Leeds 11

Markne is 47 and had been workng for ASDA. She was redundant a- d he (st d about,
Vat through fries at her library. The y sent oftfor a Gateway pack for ha. The

he(ped her choose a local centre bewail Rom' She was intetvsted ino tunftles to
become a care assistant, The card was seen as useful in giving her confidence and a feeling that
she had a right to use the service. The people at the centre were Stery, very .

,1 1

She was advised that there were courses for Care itaistants which includedworkplaCeinenis,
has started cm initial six month course but is not entirely satisfied Vat is vse7 good. #tit the s

actual course is not well organised I wanted to get out of being at all day; ifeveryone was
as helpful as Wayne it would be great'. -

In the questionnaire, we asked people which would be their second choice of centre. Eight
responded: 'somewhere in the city centre'. In other cases, particular centres were mentioned.
These included Opportunities Centre (3), Leeds Metropolitan University (4), Park Lane (3),
University of Leeds( 1).

Three people said they would go to the Asha Centre, a local training and educational centre for
Asian women, as their second choice, two mentioned Burton Road training centre, and four said
the nearest Job Centre. Two people said they would use the Peel Street Centre in Morley. Two
people said they would find a private guidance agency.
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Quotes

The following quotes illustrate clients' perceptions of guidance centres and some of the reasons for
choosing them.

'It's nice to have somewhere near where you live. I don't always have the money to get into the
city centre.'
Paul, Beeston

'There's a good bus service down to Tunstall Road centre: that's really important. As well as that,
there's a'creche. I couldn't have done anything without that.'
Liz, Middleton

'The centre (Tunstall Road) is convenient, but I was a bit put off by its outside appearance. I
thought it was an Asian centre. I wasn't sure it was for me! It was fine once I got in, and everyone
was very friendly. I didn't want to go into the city centre; some of the places are in dodgy areas
and I'd feel nervous. I'm not sure where the colleges are'
Jan, Beeston

'The most important reason was the creche, and it had been recommended to me by a woman in
Morley Job Centre.'
Eileen, Morley

'I phoned up the centre (Airedale and Wharfedale) and they sounded very friendly and helpful it
seemed like they had time for me! I wanted a particular course, and it didn't matter how far I had
to go to get the right information.'
Jill, Leeds 8.

'I wanted somewhere that provided the right service for what I wanted; being in the city centre
made it easy to get to (Park Lane).
Jean, Leeds 16.

'There's no way I would go into the city centre! It has to be near home.'
Rabeena, Beeston

Commentary

There are several different audiences served by Gateway in Leeds, and these have different needs
from guidance centres. The first is the category of people served mainly, though not entirely, by
the South Leeds centre, particularly long term unemployed. They need a centre which is local, and
which, if possible, is accessible without paying for transport. At the very least, it should be on a
bus route. The second category is a mixture of people, including the long-term unemployed, some
of whom could be graduates or professionals or people with very few skills
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and qualifications. A city centre facility is ideal because they know the city and it is easily reached
by public transport. This group tends to be disproportionately male

The final group is those individuals who have more specific needs, who want to find a centre which
is suited to their particular requirements for a certain course or course options. In some cases they
have their own transport, though not in every case. Having a 'specialist' centre which is on a bus or
train route is still important. In these cases, it is particularly important that people can make
informed choices of what each provider of guidance can offer.
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9. The Gateway card

We received some very strong reactions to this section of the questionnaire. We asked more
detailed questions about the card/voucher compared with the previous section, where we asked a
general question about the card. We presented people with statements to which they were asked to
respond.

The statements were:

1. The Gateway to Learning card helped give me confidence in choosing a guidance centre.
2. I wasn't sure what the card was for.
3. The card made me feel that I have a right to use the guidance centre.
4. If the card was shown to give you /40-worth of guidance, equivalent to one interview, more

people would use it.

104 individuals responded to this part of the interview..

Fifteen people felt that the card had given them confidence in choosing a guidance centre, and no
less than 73 people were not sure what it was for. Given that people do not always like to admit
that they 'don't know' about something, this is very high.

However, 49 people felt the card gave them a feeling that they had a right to use a guidance centre.
A larger number felt that it didn't make any difference. It is noteworthy that a large proportion of
Asian respondents agreed that the card gave them this sense of right.

The statement about placing a monetary value on the card led to some interesting responses.
Clearly, everyone who had used the service had done so without a monetary value on their card, so
they were expressing an opinion about other people's motivation. Responses were very evenly
balanced, with 41 people saying they thought more people would use the service, 26 individuals
who disagreed, and 36 who simply didn't know. Some thought placing a monetary value might put
people off 'What happens after the first interview?' several people asked.

lani Leeds IS'

Ian is 29 and had spent four years as a holiday representative. Before that he had been at
college. 'My next door neighbour works at runstall Roac4 and she told me about it: I wanted
general Infonnation; I wasn't sure what I wanted' The pack and card were of use. Ian has since
used other guidance centres and the card helped him feel he had a right to use them. 'I did the
JiigCal and it came up with various options. I've applied to do a postgraduate course in
Information Studies at Leeds Met and the JiigCal definit4 helped me in making the final
decision. Its a helpful service. I got what I wanted out of it.'
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Mr 4, Leeds 1.1

Mr 4 is 25 and originally came from Pakistan, Before using the centre at Tunstalt Road he had
been unemployedfor some time. His father had been an interpreter, cmd this was the area of work
he wanted to gel into. He also wanted to do a course in Businew Adininistration. *The guidance
helped ineto find what !wanted I already knew what 1 wanted to do, hut dkIntt how to go
about getting On- a 4.01WSZ' He is starting an NM Level 112 courn in Business Adnentstration

44.

He found the card to be important 'Some people are proud to have the card It helps to give
them an i "iy,' He weed that it gave hint a feeling thca he had a right to use the gui e
centre, and he also stressed that it was importan t for peoples/owe development, rather than any
monetary value.

Brenda, Civet Alkrton
,

Brenda is $5 and much of her working life in the banking industry. She kft andworlOd as a
market researcher on a casual basil 7saw the ad m the 4"venin g Post and rang ui,fot apack I
was interested in doinit4tookkeepko 1 neededsomething Ma II could 4) from home. The:person
at the Phone Line mentioned Park . and me a cantacrname. 1 dithetilndthe card muck
use. Why bother o* valid a couple 4td m ? The told me n mare about Gat
to Learnin g than the advert Infuct the advert was better. The pack doesn't it sound an
more real.* Brenda hasntt used the semi:, e yet, but she intendv oda soon. She the perspn
on the Phone Line very heOfu4 but said the card wasof no um.'

An Parsley
< ,

Andrew is 43 and is unemployed ;kis hoping to start his own buiine$4.01d d ftr,
,

Qateivay in the Eming Pose* Re used the ffeephone and got a
AO* the 4fittlesjUsta bit o Aisne.< TheiVarding on thetiaid

7 :it veryltwue on what Gatewaywas. The advertwat more I, However, file lire
wao &OM, audi rang Ak and dale. I arranged ta set Cltris Slam ândhe was'
fantastic. Based on what Wormation I was given at Air and Nate fin loOlcini round
at various cows e s on business development. The service was very goo4 thougholher plaCes like
the Joh Centre at P were no he4i at alL'
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Anne Marie, &ley

Anne is 40 and has been unemployed She heard about Gateway 'some time ago* but did nothing
about it. It was just another name, like the YEC'. She had been working as a sum* leather but
had health problems, so she gave up her fob. She contacted allifor advice and they referred her
to Airedale and Pirhaedale. She rung the Pudsey 'centre but they-were very vague and *12 bit
ofilland'. Vetting -through to Airedate and edale was It In the en4 I oonktoted
somear 4i at the Ifor.sforth site. I then got hold of someone in the Gateway ce and
arranged an interview. I was told to bring my eard with me, but rm not impresnd by it'

'I said I was Interested hi Inentey teaching, but they treated me as though it OW me that needed
: the literaoy tuition. The room where I was oven was teed as a thoroughfare. It wasn't personal

enough, I found t` a bit pointing. It jet like 'why are you heren I got an awainnnent at
Park Lane and they were and wekoming. They seemed more positive and keyed into
Gateway to Igarnin$:.'

Quotes

The following quotes serve as 'snapshot' comments on aspects of the card.

'I'm suspicious about bits of plastic! It all seems a bit like 'big brother'.'
Liz, Middleton

'The card malas you feel like you are a member of something. It's a good idea. I don't think you
should put a monetary value on the card It could be confusing and might mean that people only
use it once.'
Abu, Beeston

The card did give me confidence in using the service, but I don't like the money idea on the card
I now feel that my guidance counsellor is like a friend, rather than a remote professional.
Bringing money into it could weaken that.'
Rosemary, Beeston

'I already felt I had a right to use the service, so why should a card make any difference? I'm
totally disinterested in the little card Maybe some more people might use it i f you put some
monetary value on it.'
Jill, Leeds 8

'Putting a cash value on the card may help people realise the value of the guidance they're
getting'.
George, Headingley
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10. Coming back for more

We asked interviewees how many times they had used the service, and why, if used more than
once, they had 'come back for more'. The following figures are out of a total of 104.

A total of 41 interviewees had used Gateway more than once. In nearly every case this was
because people wanted more detailed guidance, possibly involving psychometric testing. We found
very few examples of 'guidance junkies9 One client, who had been to Tunstall Road eight times,
may have fallen into this category, though there were genuine issues relating to personal problems.
Gateway counselling was part of a wider process of overcoming them

It seemed normal and accepted, by clients and providers, for people to use the service three times at
least. A total of 31 people had used the service twice, and a further four had used more than one
guidance centre.
In two cases people were not satisfied with the original guidance and went to a different centre.

Two people could not make contact with their local guidance centre, and eventually went to
another centre.

Commentary

It seems important that people not only have the right, but are, in appropriate circumstances,
positively encouraged to use Gateway to Learning as often as necessary, and this should clearly
form part of the 'contract' between provider and client. There may be isolated cases where people
are using the service repeatedly for non-guidance-related purposes, and it should be up to the
discretion of the provider to decide whether to refer them to another agency. What came across in
several interviews was that people valued having the option to go back, and that guidance was a
process, rather than a one-off event. In a number of cases we were struck by the very positive
personal bonds between provider and client. In many cases people referred to their guidance
counsellor by their first names, and said that they had told friends to 'go down and see Fredaill'.
This degee of informality and openness is an important feature of the service, and clients value it
very highly.
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11. The Guidance centre

We asked people to respond to statements about their general impressions of the particular centre
they used, using a five-point scale. People's impressions of a centre - from making contact by
phone or through reception, through to actual guidance counselling - are of great importance in
presenting Gateway as a high quality, but friendly and informal, service.

The statements were:

1. The centre was friendly and welcoming.
2. The people I met understood my needs.
3. The centre had all the facilities it advertised in the pack.

The overwhelming majority of people we saw either agreed or fully agreed with the statement that
the centre was friendly and welcoming. Only five people disagreed, and in each of these cases
special circumstances may have pertained.

In one case, a client was interviewed in what she described as 'a corridor' with several interruptions
and distractions. In another case, an Asian woman found the centre intimidating because of the
presence of (Asian) men in the centre. One person found the entrance area to the guidance centre
to be off-putting and unfriendly.

Ara Ifeeston

kra via ,Teif up to October OW and has since heell at how. She wonted ta do =He
SOrf ecourse that could gel her into a better job4 possibb: in voinnstaziOrworic f possible with the
Asian 'eonimuniV.

Sheeord'alpout Gateway through the 114 in *Leeds Katy News' ond 400 collirg into Dental
Road centre.. Rio has also done assertiveness training and confulenee building at the centre.. The
venire is near lo where she lives and thisisa major help. don't have to de on ovine

< kringiug me;

A s area& of Ike:guidance, Azra is doing a one,iear bill trainhtg course at Pat*
which includes OCM, compiler AM cowman, g and 4tkillt4 andwork placement. Po r- the
fiitutv, she is more determined to do communiv work 'possibl counvelling with Asian women. It
helps *hen you undersicmd their needs and their culture.

Vedas though Itnt on the right path, It's difficult to get back into things. Making the tow move
, is the mo s t difficult. First impressions are important, People ore there who will povide support
and guidance, and he4, you to go further.'
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Liz, Middleton

Lix is 22 and has been at home with her young daughter 'going slowly *saner'. wanted 0 go
back to college but 1 was worried about chikkare. I didn't what was available, though I've
always been interested in psychology.'

She heard t Gateway through an ad itt the 'Leeds Weekly News'. There was an open day at
Thnstall Road so she went to see what was on offer. Sthe hada brief chat with a guidance
worker and received a pack The card *ado me feel like I be d there'. She went back to
Tunstall Road for more in-depth guidance, 'It's on a bus rout so itts easy to set there. The
creche facilities were It would be no for me w t that'

She found the information she needed: Everyone was ver yhekftd; I was told what courses were

,I;4 is sterling a Mature Access Come at Park , and then to go on to a psychology
degree course at Leeds Universi07. Eventually, she wants 0 be a pro,fessional psychologi4
possibly in socialservkea

For the fore, she says she needcfinancial su t io.cb her course, and the certainty !hal
chikIcare is available. She has a recommended Oateway 0 her friena and to her
boyfriend's mother. Tm glad Gat 4's there. If it wasn't I'd be stuck at home nothing.
les given me the o tunity ødo what I ahvays wanted to do,'
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12. The Guidance

We were interested in people's feelings about the actual guidance they received, whether or not
they felt the guidance was impartial, and also whether or not the guidance helped them to become
more aware of their own abilities and skills.

We asked people to respond on a five point scale to the following statements:

1. The guidance helped me make my own choice about jobs, education, and training opportunities.
2. The guidance session helped me to become more aware of my abilities, skills, and needs.
3. The guidance left me free to choose where I wanted to go.

We analysed these results on a centre-by-centre basis. It should be noted that these figures, and
those below where a centre-based analysis is used, should be treated with caution since the nature
of the client base varies substantially between different centres. Tunstall Road tends to have a more
homogeneous client base than, say, the Opportunities Centre. This is further complicated by the
nature of the survey, whereby a large number of Tunstall Road clients were seen, but only small
numbers from elsewhere (for example, none from the Opportunities Centre and five from Leeds
Metropolitan University). These figures would, at the early stages of our research, have been
proportionate to the number of clients using each centre. However, by March 1994, this was no
longer the case as Gateway provision had become better established at various centres in Leeds.

A total of 100 interviewees responded to some or all of the questions. Out of these, only 11 people
felt that the guidance had not helped them to make their own choice on jobs, education or training.
This breaks down to Tunstall Road (5), Park Lane (1), Leeds Metropolitan University (1),
Opportunities Centre (3) and Thomas Danby (1). Five were not sure, all ftom Tunstall Road. A
total of 84 said the guidance was helpful in making choices, based on figures for Tunstall Road
(53), Opportunities Centre (8), Thomas Danby (2), LCT (2), Uriversity (1), LMU (5), JTS (1),
Jacob Kramer (1), Park Lane (1).

The next statement, which asked if guidance helped individuals become more aware r 'their own
skills and needs, should be treated with some caution. Several Gateway clients used b.:. service for
a very simple end such as information on a specific course, etc. In other words, a fill guidance
service was not appropriate, and it is thus irrelevant to ask people if they become more aware of
their skills and needs, or, as we note later, whether their confidence was boosted. Nonetheless, 63
people did find that guidance made them more aware of their 'skills, abilities and needs'. This
breaks down to Tunstall Road (47), Park Lane (3), Airedale and Wharfedale (5), University (1),
Leeds Metropolitan University (2), Leeds College of Technology (1), Jacob Kramer College (1),
and the Opportunities Centre (3).

The overwhelming majority of people (85%) who responded to the question on whether the
guidance left them free to choose options responded in the affirmative. Only 9% responded
negatively and 6% were not sure.
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Noe4 Leeds n

AWL 47, has been out of work for some time, after working as a security officer. He hoard about
Gateway because Rob Wood Tunstall Road gave him a leaflet in the greet.

He ha used the service twiee and is still In the prooess of getting guidance i:Juld identtbing where
he wants to go in the future. 'Thew still not gat enough *too f rin thinking of posvibk
hospitahvork, like pottering. The service is very informative, It's better than the Job Club whkh
is my qieculative. Everyone is vet:), friendly and helpful It gives you an idea of what you gag

Commentary

There were only a small number of instances where we formed the impression that people were
being guided in a direction in which they did not necessarily want to go. There was some evidence
that providers were still favouring their own training and educational provision, and it is certainly
not easy for guidance officers in a particular centre to be totally objective. They were inevitably
most familiar with their own provision, especially in the early stages of Gateway. In several cases
people went along to a guidance centre expecting to be told what the particular provision was at
that centre, rather than any others. The concept of an 'open market' in guidance, with objective
advice, is quite difficult to achieve in practice. The more providers become familiar with Gateway,
the more it should become the norm for a provider to tell clients, for example, that 'here is the
range of courses on offer in the area you are interested in... we run this particular course, but
colleges X and Y do something similar.'

Some clients deliberately chose a centre which they saw as being 'objective', ie which did not offer
any courses of their own, in order to get a full picture of what was on offer in Leeds.

The results of the question about whether Gateway helped people become more aware of their
skills and needs should be welcomed by Gateway agencies. A large number of people clearly feel
that they are becoming more self-aware as a result of guidance, particularly people with few if any
educational or professional qualifications
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13. Before and after Guidance

We asked questions about what people were doing before they sought guidance, and what they
were now doing, or planning to do in the near future. We wanted to see if the guidance in any way
changed people's ambitions, and also, on a very practical level, to see whether people progressed to
some form of course, work, or other activity as a result of the guidance. However, it mustbe
stressed that, for a large number of people, it is wrong to expect instant results from one guidance
interview: The actual interview is often part of a process by which people develop self-confidence
and a clear idea of where they want to go in their lives. We were therefore surprised at how many
people did took up courses as a direct result of their Gateway interview. It is impossible to tabulate
most of these results, but we have used extensive quotes and case studies to illustrate the main
findings.

Glor4 Leeds ,14

G was unemployed, Wang nothing*, She had clerical work and had:RSel I
arid; Tffling, CL41, T and RSA word pnxessing The kick of at, wa $4, major 6w:ter, s

saw puhlktv for Gateway at the Coop, arid made a t wointment She wa :Olmsted
coursessohinforoution tedmolo g y and advaneed wotdproezshig,

7jus
,

wireitedplaelka Wolmation and that's what I got Thi now .daing 0411,2 anal # 2 eit
Btirton Road It helped me find the Won:mason I wanteda could:ft get t an re else, PM
410V: woutdjInd it unfit Muse the ereekt facilitles lithe kids were younger; les 's
vitalfor mums** ed.* The courses heOed get me out of& hou s e and flit waling
*PP peep le towsuve been doing something when yousee prospeove employers? ",

deinii,liiailingtcy ,

`s 4,44+,,,hadreeeneirxhgaid *ma BA n phtlosophy Ee wapts Wdo afollowwori aotrie.
sios*lityan , or starting it; September ON. first onwhen kelin:ished#ts`
degreer and had a Restart interview which suggested Gateway to Leatatig Hegot a theinsigli

the .Ptht t and chose the universinu e centre. Refourid the card and L The oard
made:hiutfeel likke MO right to use the serViee free of charge,

He took the psyehomarklest agdfouo d the servke at the urtiversiVheOlt tit's a gradual
thinking proem lt kelps to talk k the ',allow gptioris with mmeone who Ls oo
traineS Ws a tier, idea opening up career s gukkawe for free
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Out of the total sample of 110 who had used the service, we found that 89 people were doing
something different following their guidance session. This reflects well on the quality of guidance
that people were given, and on the enthusiasm of the clients themselves to take up opportunities.
Of the 31 who are not doing anything different, several are still using the guidance service and
others are actively seeking new opportunities. Thirteen people said they were still looking at
options and opportunities.

The 89 individuals who are doing something different are not, in every case, involved in a new
activity as a direct result of Gateway. It would, however, be fair to say that Gateway has probably
been part of the process by which people have taken up new opportunities recently. We estimate
that at least three-quarters of those doing something different have taken up opportunities in the
short term as a direct result of Gateway to Learning.

Commentary

An important outcome of guidance has been the change in some individuals' own perceived needs.
Gateway to Learning has clearly been invaluable to many people who are 'looking for a change of
direction' but don't know where to go for support. A Gateway interview may not in itself lead to an
immediate outcome but it can give people the confidence to think that 'I don't have to do this all my
life!'.

Another important feature of Gateway for some people we interviewed was the availability of
childcare at the interview itself, and the information that many colleges and training centres had
facilities for children. A number of mothers assumed that, until their children were much older,
they were stuck at home. For several, there was a real sense of liberation or 'empowerment' in
knowing that they had options in their lives beyond being at home all the time.

Several of these cases are referred to in in the case studies.
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14. Clients' feelings after guidance

Most people reported very positive feelings following their guidance session, though there were
some less than positive experiences, such as John's, below.

John,. Leeds LC

John is 49 tmd has worked in the kansport Wost ly. as a manager and *en as a consultant, for
most of his life. His consultancy-work suffered in the ia,vtfew years daring the recession and he

help to improve his career chances.' He hada friedthe Careers Service,;lob Centre,
and professional guidance agoneia 'They weren't much hekt, Idid the psychometric tests and
that oncAnned NOS in the risk area ttiwork' He fontactedLeetklitr who told hint ;about
Gateway a n d suggested the tunities Centre,

He went to the Centre which referred him to a Ovining p/d basin= mum. There artdd have
been more detailed itte 0, It was mainly motive rot airea4y motivatedrjohn ktda
sense th 1 he wasn't in the right phce. 7t felt like people were saying are youtloing herer
The centre seemed more for unskilled and semiskilkd le, rather than eve
managerial backgrounds:* The pack a ear d arifred afar his intenliew. ',The card didetmean
mu& itw a sail a'hit vague. I it arountwith me thottole

,

John's enee with the training =digits-mess centre has heeitioy mixed ,Theydonl seem to
eftiipped with labour mariot kOrmation; they wmolnoe1 to inehest6 to sU what th0

want Mt the old Woe me, the numbers gam Ai one o thek number s. it seems inalnly
a at yew; gpeopie with low level not for oar, more thfliadepeopte mer,
John was sent to MdesteA a oommuniObn andphotagraphy projeg on a vo .11e
has been kr/ping Skikstep with a Marketing strategyanti ?raft, the CommuniV
ilet!anpogratinne. l'e,ophrin my ixtegtey, profeolonal and managerial, arentheing <wired
for' The le at the &Wang centre are ivegmeaning but not equi for the likes qfmk
TherishO141 be some &awe ella organiAation far peopk in my position I know ther4the

,,e,Aktytivejobffibs het they are not mueh use. &ray-there must be tt, bfe marketfor
kaidarieiofpeopie in managerial and professional positions who have last ,theirw ,Plettestingt
be hundreds British alone.'

People were asked three questions about how they felt now, after the guidance. We wanted to see
whether the service had improved people's confidence, and helped them to become more aware of
their abilities and potential. We broke the responses down on a centre-by-centre basis, but caution
in interpreting these results is needed. In several cases people had very precise enquiries and were
looking for simple information, rather than 'guidance' as such. Thus, if someone disagreed that
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their use of Gateway had made them any more self-confident, we should not necessarily take this as
a negative response. On the other hand, it is a positive development for those who did say that the
service improved their self-confidence. Several people who had a full guidance interview also said
that they were already quite self-confident in the first place.

Responses were ranked on a five-point scale. The actual statements were:

1. I am now more self-confident.
2. I am more aware of my own skills and personal qualities.
3. I am more aware of my educational and employment potential.

a) Self-confidence
A total of 21 people disagreed or strongly disagreed that they were any more self-confident, and 11
were not sure. However, 67 people agreed or fully agreed that they did feel more self confident.
This breaks down to Airedale and Wharfedale (6); Park Lane (3); South Leeds (52); Opportunities
Centre (3); Leeds Metropolitan University (2); Leeds College of Technology (1).

Graeme, Middleton

Before Gatewayflwas feeling sony for myar I'd been six months unemployed antii was hien*
suiekkd. 4f is wont for Cuttewoyrd be now. iet

,

ammo heard about Ca through the Job Club, ancliventta TR K and;varrok!.
Td no idea what I wanted realfr. We had a chat =di` went andgi ihe pack in the post
The allows me,to go to any ouining centre in Leeds 4tnei use thek cairee %total'

Is a goad place, 'At Burton Road the y treat you like a kid The 6.erWokis use: fa 11,0r, e
general; it gves you deme."

'
,--

Cmeme d d the JCed - 'some Vibe things amazed me. &acme is hoping to surf 120'
resamaa tom anima and then go so college in Septetnkr. To going so do anieiee# theme
and Nursing IWQUWIIIQW thought of daktg melting Ware; f It wasn'tfar gat
wouldn't have had confidence. Reeommend it? I a haver

b) Awareness of own skills and personal qualities

Twenty-one people disagreed or strongly disagreed that they were any more aware of their skills
and personal qualities as a result of guidance, and 12 were not sure. A total of 66 agreed or fully
agreed that they were more aware after guidance. This breaks down as Airedale and Wharitdale
(6); Park Lane (3); South Leeds (50); Thomas Danby (1); Jacob Kramer (1), Leeds Metropolitan
University (2); Opportunities Centre (3).

Llone4 Leech 14
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Lionel is 34 and had been out ofwork for some months before hearing of Cateway. Previously* he
had worked in Sates Etigineerit0 Veople assruned !woe too ad, I applied for tots *bobs; I was
Iasi/ But it laws other people who had lost ine.'

In the end I looked in the phone book, wider 'Careers mid Trainire -and saw the rtunittus
Centre. hung them up and for dia see k r Forhyth. What !wan:awn .5. someone who could
guide Me through the right doonmys. I hod vague for re.troining: akea fy have a broad,
knowledge in .sok sand technical area% bu a knew I needed keybow4 spnd oompuiing skate-

LIoneNem to the rtunifies Centre, pleased with the encouraging revonse he bathed
the . 'The .eard gave me coOdence in tug that `I had,somewhere to go,: it s you fiel
like you want to use the mrvice, and have a right to,' Ref the reception area at Yorks=
to be unwelcoming "The entrance area is offlputting: However, the people were helpfut and
Lionel ha s Warted a AV Bus Administrotionseourse. Move doel auureneg Alas I
dido I had: I nevser be able to learn to oper

'ihe amount of doors opened to me is now much greater. There are tots of avenues. fve gat a tot
more 4dencenO34

S

c) Awareness of educational and employment potential

Nineteen people disagreed or strongly disagreed that they were any more aware of their educational
and employment potential as a result of guidance, and 11 were not sure. Sixty five individuals said
they were more aware of their potential. This breaks down as follows: Airedale and Wharfedale
(6); Park Lane (3); Opportunities Centre (3); South Leeds (48); Leeds College of Technology (1);
Leeds Metropolitan University (1); Thomas Danby (1); Jacob Kramer (1).

Commentary

These are clearly very encouraging results, particularly when one bears in mind that many Gateway
clients were not using the service for in-depth guidance, but simply wanted access to information.
As we have stressed, those people who responded negatively to the statements about becoming
more self-confident or more aware of skills, abilities and education or employment opportunities
were not necessarily criticising the guidance which they had received. The most significant figures
are for those who responded positively. Gateway has made a difference to many people's self-
confidence, their awareness of their own skills and abilities, and their educational and employment
potential.
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15. Future guidance needs

Eighty eight people said they might need guidance services in the future, and 78 said they would go
back to the same place. Only 18 said they definitely did not need further guidance. Some said they
might go to a more specialised centre, which included: Leeds University/Leeds Metropolitan
University (6); Careers (1); colleges (2); Chamber of Commerce (1) and libraries (1). Four people
wanted to go somewhere else, but were not sure where.

When asked what other support, apart from guidance, people needed, eight said they required
further information on finance or grants to do courses. Four people specified childcare (and one
'peace and quiet'!). Three people wanted further information on entry requirements for college
courses, one needed help with her CV and two wanted 'general support' in getting to college or
university.

Commentary

Although many people clearly regard Gateway as a process rather than a 'one off event, the
numbers who are progressing from what may be a non-specialist centre to one with more targeted
and specialised facilities seems low. It was clear that many people wanted to stay with the same
guidance centre once they had overcome the initial hurdle of 'getting in through the door'. While it
will certainly be appropriate for many people to continue the guidance process at the same centre
and with the same counsellor, it might be appropriate for other people to be encouraged to move
on (eg from Tunstall Road or the Opportunities Centre to Leeds Metropolitan University or the
University of Leeds). Several people who had been guided towards a particular college course
were still very unsure about the availability of grants and other financial support, including how
their benefit would be affected by doing a part-time course.
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16, Recommendations and other general comments from users

Most people we spoke to said they would recommend 'Gateway' to friends and neighbours.
Several already had. In the South Leeds sample there was a very high level of enthusiasm. When
asked how they would tell friends to get in touch, a large number suggested calling in at the centre
(as opposed to phoning). This again suggests that a locally-based centre has major benefits.

We also received several general, unprompted, comments from clients, some of which are quoted in
the case studies.

'Everyone at Airedale and Wharfedale was very helpful. But I got the impression the person at the
college was not being kept informed about what was happening, and the Job Centre knew nothing
about it: they described it as 'an outside thing'! There seems an enormous breakdown in
communication. The wallet seems a waste of time. I don't know who should fill in what!'
Ken, Pudsey

'It's very helpful. It should continue, and be a nationwide scheme open to everyone. There are
lots of unemployed people around with nothing to do.'
Rabeena, Leeds 11

'The centre is handy, and the service is free. The creche is a big help too.'
Jean, Leeds 11

'It's a damn good idea to 'go back' into education. You have a totally different attitude; education
was wasted on me! Gateway helped me make the move...'.
Liz, Middleton

'It's given me a broader outlook I want to be useful in the community. I'm interested in doing
some part-time work with volumary groups.'
Ian, Leeds 11

1found it very useful. The free creche facilities are a big help, including being able to use the
creche when you come down for the interview.'
Sandra, Leeds 11

'ff11 wasn't for Gateway to Learning I'd be dead now! I came very close...'
G. Leeds 11

'The JiigCal was useful. It confirmed that I was already on the right track I need more formal
training to get where I want to be, and the service is helping me with that.'
Alison, Leeds 16
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17. Our recommendations

It is our view that Gateway to Learning is providing a valuable, and valued, service to many people
in Leeds. Our recommendations are as follows:

Target groups and markets

While a less rigid approach is now being taken towards 'target groups', it seems important to have a
clear idea of whom Gateway is aimed at. We found several distinct markets, but by far the biggest
was long-term unemployed people, as a general category. This may appear surprising in view of
the considerable resources already directed at this group through various government projects.
However, Gateway's informal and non-compulsory nature clearly proved very attractive to many
long-term unemployed people. Within this large category, particular consideration needs to be
given to people with special needs, including those with learning difficulties and people with
professional and managerial skills.

Another important group, for whom we feel inadequate attention is being given, are people in low-
paid part-time jobs. In many cases they get little training or support from their employer, and, in
many ways, they are in a similar position to many long-term unemployed. Gateway could be
extremely helpful to them.

Gateway is proving of assistance to Asian people, though there is a need for more information in
Asian languages.

Gateway appeared to be of less use to individual people facing redundancy, for whom co-ordinated
support through employers was available. However, Gateway could be of assistance if the service
co-ordinated its work with the Recession Task Force and employers.

Recommendation I
Gateway should continue to have long-terbi unemployed people as its main target
group, and the specific needs of groups within this category, including people with
learning difficulties, professional and managerial clients, and Asian people should
be specifically addressed The needs of low-paid, possibly part-time, individuals
should be catered for.

Publicity about Gateway

Our research shows that it is important to maintain a flow of information about Gateway. The
service is still relatively new and many statutory agencies are unclear about it, as well as potential
clients. For the latter, a rolling programme of advertisements in the local press would be desirable,
with brief case studies to allow people to identify with existing Gateway users.
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Many people are getting information about Gateway through colleges, community centres and Job
Centres. We would support the efforts being made to keep staff in such agencies fully briefed on
Gateway, with regular flows of information and publicity. A Gateway magazine, aimed at existing
and potential users, is suggested in the recommendations related to 'keeping track of users' below.

It might be worth designing a new poster, showing pictures of people who have used the service,
backed up by suitable quotes. Finaily, we would confirm the value of outreach work. If this is not
done, many people who could benefit from Gateway will miss the opportunity; there would be a
real danger that people using Gateway could dwindle to those who have the knowledge, skills, and
levels of articulacy to seek guidance anyway.

Recommendation 2
Gateway needs a regular flow of publicity both for clients and statutory and
communig, agencies in Leeds. Publicity aimed at potential clients should be clear,
and allow people to relate to it in terms of their own experience and needs.
Outreach work should be an important part of providers' briefs.

Many people who could be deemed to be most in need will not always respond to a press
advertisement or a Job Centre suggestion. Talking to people directly is often the most effective
means of contact. This can be achieved by street-corner leafleting, open days at centres, and by a
Gateway presence at community events and festivals.

The Information Pack

There are clearly a number of difficulties with the pack arising from clients' comments. Many
people told us they found it to be of little use, and some described it as a waste of money. We
think it is important that Gateway has a clear, well-produced information pack which people will
value and fmd useful. We are aware of the amount of work and consultation which went into the
original pack, but we recommend strongly another approach to marketing. It would be appropriate
to involve Gateway clients in this process, together with Gateway providers.

The lesson of the very popular advertisements in the Evening Post is that people like being able to
identify with people in a similar position to themselves. A few case studies could usefully form part
of the pack material. Information on the guidance centres should also be looked at again. While
retaining the principle that every guidance centre should be open to all (acknowledging the special
circumstances at South Leeds, which we address below), each centre should be able to make a
short statement about what they see as their strong points. At present, people do not have the
information they need to make any informed decision about choice of guidance centre.

A review of methods of distributing the pack should be carried out. If someone turns up at a
guidance centre, at the very least, they should be shown a pack and told that one will arrive in the
post shortly. Aspects of the pack, including the card, should be fully explained. It would be
preferable to the client and, we suspect, to the provider for the pack to be given there and then,
with the TEC notified that one has been issued.
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Recommendation 3
A re-design of the pack is necessary in order to address criticisms that it does not
explain adequately what Gateway is about. Gateway users and providers should be
involved in a small project group to prepare a re-designed draft.

Recommendation 4
The method of distributing the pack should be re-assessed, so that clients get the
information as soon as they make contact with the service, whether by freephone,
or by turning up at a guidance centre.

We address the partk ular problems with the card/voucher below. We think a card of some form
should be a part of the pack, but this also needs re-thinking.

The Gateway Card/Voucher

It should be clear from the relevant section of the report that there was considerable confusion
about the card. This needs to be addressed as part of a re-evaluation of the information pack.

Despite the very mixed feelings about the card, we are of the view that some form of Gateway card
could be beneficial. Enough people found it to be of use to justify its retention in some form.
Quite a number of interviewees felt it did give them a sense that they had a 'right' to use a centre.
On the other hand, it is worth thinking how the critical comments about the card can be addressed,
if at all. To several people it did not appear to mean or say anything to them. Possibly a very
short, simple statement on the card about Gateway could help, as well as the person's name,
address and Gateway number. The freephone number would also be valuable. We found the
expiry date printed on the card deterred some people from making full use of the card, and there
was little evidence that putting a monetary value on it would increase usage. The card could
become part of a marketing campaign for Gateway, with the card becoming synonymous with being
in the 'Gateway club' which gives the holder free access to guidance facilities in Leeds. Seeing
Gateway as some sort of city-wide club, with the card as the proof of membership may be a
positive step forward for the service.

The above comments are, to an extent, separate from consideration of the 'voucher' aspect of
Gateway. Redemption of Gateway 'vouchers' appears to us to be essentially an internal issue so
long as the intention is to provide a service free to the user. Presentation of the card is certainly
beneficial in enabling quick access of a client's file, though this could be done with the person's
name. Seeing the card as being imbued with some semi-mystical quality which supposedly
'empowers' people in an abstract way is not helpful to users of the service, or to providers.

Recommendation 5
The card should be reconsidered as part of a review of the Gateway pack, with the
aim of making the card a more tangible part of the service. A small amount of
additional information, including a freephone contact, should be on the card. The
expiry date should be dispensed with.
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The Guidance Centre

People's perceptions of guidance centres is extremely important. Most people chose a centre which
was near to them, in a locality which they felt familiar with. Some people were resistant to going
into the city centre at all. However, while location and accessibility are important, so is a friendly
and welcoming atmosphere at the centre. This is far from being just a responsibility of the guidance
counsellor. It is just as important to have friendly and sympathetic reception staff. Usually, these
will be the first point of contact. A bad impression on the phone, or having to wait while a
receptionist does something else, creates a bad impression. Our experience of ringing round the
original fifteen guidance centres was far from being positive. Only two out of fifteen centres were
able to deal with an immediate enquiry. The rest either did not answer the phone, replied that 'the
person you want is out' or there was an answering machine. A lot of Gateway clients do not have
phones, so it is not possible for them to be rung back. If our experience were repeated, it would be
reasonable to assume that large numbers of potential Gateway clients were being put off simply
because they could not get through to a guidance centre.

The crucial importance of childcare at each guidance centre was confirmed by our research. The
availability of Asian language speakers was also important. Whilst very few people we spoke to
said that they had problems with physical accessibility, the requirement to have centres which are
genuinely accessible is regarded as important by a wide range of clients. This factor, together with
childcare and language support, is seen by clients as adding to the user friendly nature of the
service.

Recommendation 6
Future development of Gateway centres should aim at providing an even
geographical spread around the city, with most attention directed at areas of
highest levels of unemployment. Centres should be easily accessible by public
transport.

Recommendation 7
Regular reviews of 'customer care' should be made of each guidance centre, both
by centres themselves and by the TEC. This should cover times taken to answer the
phone, staff skills in customer care and the physical appearance of reception areas
and the rooms in which the guidance sessions are held

Recommendation 8
If a centre advertises itself as being open for a particular period of the day, there
should always be someone able to answer calls and make appointments during that
period.

Recommendation 9
Childcare facilities should be available at all local guidance centres, and a
substantial number of city centre providers. Language support and good access
for physically disabled people should be available at key Gateway centres.
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for physically disabled people should be available at key Gateway centres.

Guidance provision

We have no strong recommendation to make on the actual guidance provided; to a large extent this
is being covered by other agencies who are evaluating the pilot pr9ject. However, our impression
was that the quality of guidance being given to people was of pAgh standard and that most people
were satisfied with the service they had received. Many people wanted practical information about
grants for doing courses and childcare arrangements, which were not fully available at the time of
our research. The newly-published guide to grants in Leeds will fill this gap and should be an
important part of the service.

Keeping track of clients - and keeping them informed

The initial emphasis of Gateway has been to build up a solid base of clients. Over the coming
months it will be important to keep track of people who have used the service, as well as those who
have entered the system but not taken up Gateway. Part of the 'club' approach, suggested above,
could include a city-wide Gateway magazine, which includes information on different centres, and
other related facilities, which could be aimed at existing and potential Gateway members. Some
individual follow-up should also be appropriate, and this would depend largely on the judgement of
particular providers. Some people will be able to make their own way, whilst others may falter if
they do not have a stronger back-up.

Recommendation 10
Resources should be made available for a city-wide Gateway magazine, aimed at
existing and potential users.

Recommendation 11
Providers should identifil clients who may need follow-up, and on-going support..
This may require staff resources devoted to such client support.
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